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prices. The doctrine enunciated in 1645 that nothing
" conduceth more to the enlargement of selling any com-
modity than cheapness " was a challenge to the mediaeval
commercial concepts, and its eventual acceptance marked a
fresh stage in the evolution of international trade. Thus
against the companies—the enemies of excessive competition,
which flooded the market with goods and lowered prices to
the benefit of foreign buyers—were pitted the unlicensed
traders, the ' active and industrious spirits ', opposed to the
staple system, insistent that commerce should be left free
to find its own channel, eager to seek out fresh places of
traffic, and ready to reduce prices for the sake of quicker
returns. However—as in the parallel case of industry—
the triumph of individualism was delayed until after the
Restoration, when Parliament inaugurated the policy of
throwing open by stages the oversea markets which had
hitherto been the close preserve of the chartered companies.
Under the spur of provincial jealousy of the metropolis,
coupled with dislike of the companies' financial proceedings,
the legislature had become converted to the view that the
communal organization of England's trade with European
countries was no longer appropriate in an age when commerce
had attained its present' height of perfection '.
The joint-stock company was a corporate body whose The joint-
capital was provided by a number of shareholders w
participated in the profits. The possibility of individual
trading was not excluded, for private transactions might be
permitted to the members in proportion to the amount of
their stock. In the same way a regulated company was not in-
compatible with corporate trading, because groups of partners
were sometimes formed. There was a rapid increase of the
joint-stock system in the second half of the sixteenth century.
Its merit was that it enabled capital to be drawn from a wide
area : anyone was free to hold shares in the company whether
' skilled in trade ' or not. Even international capitalism was
foreshadowed in a promising project formed in 1614, when a
group of European capitalists—English, Dutch and French
—combined to finance an expedition to the East Indies.
The drawback of a joint-stock was that a member could not,

